


Mail was very important to Johnny Reb, as well as Billy Yank, and to every
soldier before and after the War Between the States. Army morale was very
dependent on news from home. But the fledgling Confederate government
didn't recognize the fact until well into the war. And so the development of an
army postal system was a slow one, created more as a succession of fixes
than a determined evolution

Today I'll be focusing on a microcosm -- albeit a big one -- of Confederate
army mail: that of the Army of Northern Virginia, as a reflection of the
development of the army postal system in the Confederacy.

The Army of Northern Virginia was perhaps the largest Confederate
army. Certainly it was the most famous of the forces defending the
Confederacy. For almost 4 years, this army, under the leadership of
men like Lee, Jackson, Longstreet, Early, and others, held off repeated
federal advances against the Confederate capital, often against more
and better equipped Yankees.



 The origin of this army was with the troops that assembled at Manassas
Junction in the summer of 1861 to defend Virginia -- Beauregard's Army of the
Potomac.

Very soon after formation of the Southern Confederacy, the government
realized that the defense of Virginia would center upon the Manassas
area and the lower Shenandoah Valley.

Troops were therefore initially concentrated at Manassas and at
Winchester; as the battle that would be known as "First Manassas" (or
Bull Run) became imminent, Johnston's forces were pulled from the
Valley and joined Beauregard. literally on the day of battle.



Bull Run showed both sides that the war would not be a quick one. The
Confederate Army settled down around Manassas --  not to leave until March
1862.



Tthousands of men eager to hear news from their families and friends, and to
write home. Thousands of letters going to an fro -- a challenge for the newly
created Post OfficeDepartment



During this period -- June 1861 - March 1862, the tiny post office of Tudor
Hall, located at Manassas Junction, by default serviced most of the army mail.



Before the war Tudor Hall was a tiny, rural facility serving the 800 folks in its
neighborhood. Probably looked not too different from this.



The postmaster typically marked outgoing mail in manuscript, as here.

In June 1861, George Robinson became the Confederate Postmaster. He
encountered a vastly larger volume of mail from over 40,000 men in his locale!

We have an indication of just how much mail: $780 in postage was collected
between just June 21 and July 19. That's between 7,800 to 15,600 letters, or
275-550 prepaid letters a day! And that's not counting many more letters --
letters to the soldiers, soldier postage due letters. and newspapers.



As many as 50 bags of mail were sent out daily.



Its not surprising then that Robinson got a brass postmark handstamp and an
assortment of rating stamps for prepaid and due mail.

He also got 10 clerks assigned to help him with the mail.



We are very fortunate to have a description of Tudor Hall and its operation:

In the village of manassas proper there are not above 3 or 4 houses and
within the circuit of 3 or 4 miles perhaps not more than 500 or 600
inhabitants. There is no regular train depot, but a rudely constructed building
answers the purpose at present.

In rainy weather, when the wagon trains of the whole army come to it every
day the mud was at least 2 feet deep -- so deep that a horse could sink to its
belly, or, in walking on foot, one would have his boots pulled off his feet at
least half a dozen times.

There is a dingy looking house, extremely dirty, one end of which is used as
the Tudor Hall Post Office and the other end is a variety store where a soldier
can spend a great deal of money with a little satisfaction as in any place this
side of Kansas and Nebraska.



How was army mail handled?

> Company mail orderly collected letters and $$ for postage. > Prepaid letters
were marked in mss, "Paid 5 or 10"; soldier due letters required the sender's
endorsement.
> The orderly carried the mail daily to the PO where,

At the post office -- at a window, 2 feet wide, persons are required to stand
on a rickety platform with steps at only one end, and, one by one, hand in
their letters and distributed first, and then the next man approaches and
patiently undergoes the same operation. This situation causes great
inconvenience and much confusion.



> As I mentioned, the company mail orderly often wrote on the envelope if
postage had been given him as a crude way of accounting. Thus we have
many covers from Tudor Hall bearing “Paid 5” or “Paid” 10 notations.
> Of course soldier due lettters were characterized by the sender’s
endorsement.
> Mail was then bundled by destination, a Way Bill placed on top, and the
bundle tied with string.
> Mail to other offices in Virginia were sent direct;
> Mail to other states was sent in bulk to the Lynchburg Distributing office
were it was sorted by state and sent onward to other Distributing offices
> Postage rates were 5¢ per ½oz sent under 500 miles and 10¢ for a ½ oz
sent over 500 miles.  Thus we have PAID 5 and PAID 10 rates.



Some level of organization, and the involvement of the quartermasters, was
soon initiated.

here is a Special Order issued by General Lee at Sewall Mountain in October
1861, authorizing the Quartermasters to take charge: The mail will be
forwarded and received by the Principle Quartermaster. The letters for each
regiment will be deposited with the Regimental Quartermaster who will cause
them to be delivered to the Principle QM to be forwarded. On the reception of
the mail the Principle QM will send to the Regimental QM the letters for each
regiment. The mail bags will be in the charge of the Principle QM who will take
possession of the keys.

My search through the special orders of the forces at Manassas has not
revealed this level of organization and involvement of the QMs. But here we
have a glimpse of further organization that will occur later.



A PROBLEM: soldiers were not paid very regularly and small change was very
scarce.  Problem became so serious that Confederate Congress legislated on
July 29 that soldiers and officers could send their mail unpaid with postage to
be collected from the addressee envelope had to be properly endorsed.  



Here we have several examples of soldier due mail, showing the different
postage due marking used by the crew at Tudor Hall.

Even Generals were eligible.



The first regular postage stamps were issued by the Post Office in October
and quickly reached Tudor Hall and other "army post Offices" This partially
alleviated the problem about no small change being available, as well as
troops getting paid promptly.



Postmarking outgoing mail was so voluminous that the first postmarking device wore
out by December and was replaced by a second device and additional due rate
markings. The two are most readily differentiated by the state abbreviation.



Interestingly mail TO the army was addressed to Manassas not Tudor Hall



One can imagine how the workload was such that mistakes were made. here, a
soldier’s due letter was erroneously marked PAID 5. “Oh darn” said the clerk and
quickly corrected his mistake with pen and ink.



> The volume of mail caused the PO to send almost all mail to Lynchburg
Distribution Office for redirection, causing added 24 hr delay in transit and
added expense (12½% to the DO) to the CSPO. This was quickly corrected!
> Errors in rates also caused a flurry of concern.
This cover should have been charged 10 cents becasue the distance was
greater than 500 miles.

There resulted stern words from the CSPOD in Richmond to Postmaster
Robinson.



After those stern words from Richmond, Robinson and his clerks got more
careful: as result we have corrected paid and due covers.



> Then there was sheer negligence. I quote:
That mudhole Manassas is a veritable slough of despair, in which
letters as well as every kind of transportation come to a stand. A
whole barrel of letters was a short time since brought to light
from some old corner of the Manassas post office. They had
been collecting for weeks and the only excuse offered was that
the press of business had prevented their assortment and
delivery.



On March 8, 1862 the Confederate Army abandoned Manassas, ending Tudor
Hall's period of philatelic glory. Here's a cover from that last day.



Other post offices in the Manassas vicinty also serviced army mail -- Fairfax Court
House, which like Tudor Hall initaily postmarked mail in manuscript then got
handstamps to make the job easier.



Here we have another small rural office -- Fairfax Station -- that underwent a similar
transition from writer’s cramp to handstamped postmark and ratings.

 Still, most mail went through the Tudor Hall post office.



This practice of using local offices was not restricted to the army around Manassas
Junction. Here we see mail from and to the Army of Northwestin the hills west of
Shenandoah Valley.
> Huntersville Va  CLICK
> Traveler’s Repose VA.





Traveler’s Repose presents an interesting story. When the Confederate forces
withdrew to the summit of Sewell Mountain, the Traveler’s Repose postmaster went
with them and set up shop in a tent, indicated by the arrow.



Another interesting situation was Camp Shenandoah up in the mountains between Virginia and the
future West Virginia.

In late March 1862, Stonewall jackson's defeat at Kernstown on March 23 caused Johnson to move his forces
closer to Staunton, Virginia. Allegheny Mountain was abandoned on April 1. The Confederate troops
positioned themselves atop Shenandoah Mountain, blocking direct access to Staunton and the upper
Shenandoah Valley. The site was known ofhcially as Ft. Edward Johnson. It was during this time that the
Camp Shenandoah postmark appeared. Only eight covers bearing the famous postmark and two having a
manuscript Camp Shenandoah postmark were recorded by General Sheppard. The known period of
operation, based on the covers, extends from April 11 to April 16, 1862.

the CSPOD Records tell more of the story.
On April 16, 1862, Benjamin Clements, the Chief ofthe Appointment Bureau, wrote to a j. S. McNulty at
Camp Shenandoah:
I cannot give you any formal authority such as you require to the remoual ofthe ojgice atMonterey to Camp
Shenandoah until I know how far it is from the old site, how situated with regard to other offices, and how
supplied with the mails.
You are perfectly justified in leaving a place threatened, as Monterey seems to have been: but I would not
be justified without the information I ask, in taking any course in regularizing your action.

McNulty was Monterey's postmaster in 1861. When the Army of the Northwest Virginia withdrew to
Shenandoah Mountain, they exposed Monterey to possible federal occupation. The above letter makes it
clear that McNulty followed the army and continued postal service for the troops (who undoubtedly were his
major customers).



Over in Kentucky, similar use of local post offices was the norm. Here we have
examples of Bowling Green and Columbus Kentucky.

An interesting aspect was that the Columbus postmaster was really an army
appointee under direct command of General Beauregard. And left behind detailed
operations records now in the National Archives. So we know the volume of mail...



In March 1862, The Confederate forces, now known as the Army of Northern
Virginia and now commanded by Robert E Lee, shifted to the James River
Peninsula to defend Richmond against a Federal advance from the East.

At first local offices were used -- Yorktown, Williamsburg, Jamestown.



The CSPO had begun to learn its lesson, however, and began to take counter
measures. An “Army Office” was established within the Richmond post office to
handle mail of the Confederate troops on the Peninsula. Mail from the troops
was transported by steamboat and rail to Richmond for porcessing

During that summer's campaigns the Richmond Post Office processed the
mail. At top is an  example posted on the eve of the 7 Days' Battles by a
Georgia surgeon.

Mal to the soldiers was directed to Army Mail Richmond, as we see here in the
direction added by the Prince Edward CH postmaster.

Postmaster Biggers of Richmond did not handle his responsibility well --
only 3 clerks in an "Army Mail Office" were assigned to handle the mail of
90,000 troops, as well as redirect all the mail addressed to the now
abandoned Manassas. Volume and mismanagement took their toll.



An insight into what was NOT being done is provided by the Richmond
Enquirer:  READ ABOVE

 The correspondent goes on,
The poor facilities which the soldiers around Richmond enjoy for

obtaining letters addressed to them there, is a subject which deserves the
attention of the government. In order to obviate the difficulty to the greatest
possible extent a daily list should be published and a corps of mail carriers
established, say one to each brigade, and persons writing to friends and
relative in the army should always add to the name and address, the name of
the company and the brigade and state, so there will be no confusion in the
delivery. A courier for each brigade would be sufficient.

By mid-July Biggers was publicly declaring himself not responsible for
the prompt delivery of army mail. Another 4 clerks were assigned to help, and
in the end Biggers lost his job.

Nevertheless a start to centralize army mail was made.



The next major military events were the Second Manassas and
Sharpsburg/Antietam Campaigns. [Describe]

During these army movements the post offices nearest the army still
bore the brunt, first Gordonsville, then Winchester.



Their experience can be summarized by one letter from the postmaster at
Gordonsville:

I dislike very much to be troublesome to you, But I hope you will have
the army mail directed to Orange C.H. instead of to this place and have
it put into a separate bag. I can see no reason why it should be sent
here to be readdressed to that place when we are so short of hands. I
have 4 hands and all are perfectly green in this business and they
require me to pay them $2 a day. I tried Gen Jackson and Longstreet to
get them to detail me some hands but they positively refused to let me
have any upon the plea that all are needed in the army. I have
endeavored to keep up by working late at night but my health is
beginning to fail and I fear I shall have to give it up entirely. I hope the
Dept will establish an Army PO at Orange C.H. and get competent
hands to attend to it. And at the same time to see that the mail for this
place is not kept back in Richmond for 4 days at a time as it was last
week and all sent upon us in one day's train.



As the army marched north into Maryland Winchester became the unofficial army post
office Sept 15, relieving the poor PM at Gordonsville.
> George Graves and 4 clerks operated as such until November.
> The Army Mail Office at the Richmond PO continued to act as a Distributing office,
forwarding mail to the army at Winchester.

A new problem arose: undeliverable soldier due mail:

...I will mention that some days ago a very large number of letters from the army
was returned from the office at Winchester to the office in this city [Richmond] and 6800
of them were franked letters, on which the postage was payable at the office of delivery.
Mr. Word, the Special Agent of the Dept, was informed by the PM at Winchester that the
carriers who called for the letters of the different commands refused generally to take
out the letters on which the postage was due on the grounds that by doing so they
would lose a considerable amount of the money they had paid as postage on letters,
which for various causes would never be called for by the persons to whom they were
addressed. The Postmasters are obliged to charge themselves with the postage on such
letters at the time of delivery and hence do not deliver them until the postage is paid.

This was a serious loss of revenue to an economy-minded Post Office. One that
was never really resolved. One result is that soldier due mail TO a soldier is rather rare.



The next phase in the development of an army postal system occurred during
the winter of 1862-63.

In Nov 1862, Lee's army moved to static positions behind the
Rappahannock River.



Once again, the local PM, this time at Fredericksburg, became over-burdened.
In addition, the proximity of the Union Army, just across the river, made mail
delivery difficult indeed.



In addition, the office at Guiney's or Guinea Station was put to use processing
mail from the troops in its vicinity. The antics of that PM however, put him out
of business in 1863.

In response to a specific request from Gen Lee, the CSPOD put sent Col. Word
to rectify the situation. He appointed J K Cook as Agent at Hamilton's
Crossing. Mail was collected at Hamilton's Crossing and shipped unprocessed
to Richmond.



Here’s an example of mail processed by the postmaster at Guiney’s Station.



The special office created in May in the Richmond PO had continued to
operate all summer -- as a Distributing Office for army mail. It now took on
the additional task of processing outgoing mail.

Thus we see numerous examples such as the one here: A Richmond Due
cover with true origin being Lee's Army on the Rappahannock Line.



Here are additional examples of mail originating from the troops at Fredericksburg,
but processed by the Richmond post office, using a variety of postmarking devices



mail to the army was handled as follows:



In addition Special Agent Word took action to better organize mail and make sorting
mre efficient.  READ



The Summer of 1863 brought on new campaigns--the invasion of
Pennsylvania and the battle of Gettysburg. And new problems: delivery of mail
to a moving army.

Winchester Va was the de facto army post office during the campaign,
with the Army Mail Office in Richmond still serving as the DPO. The few
mails to or from the army during the advance were carried by couriers.
One, belonging to McLaw's Division was captured and the mail lost -
evidence for the precariousness of this practice.



Here's a beautiful example, perhaps my favorite cover.
Look at the letter heading.

Winchester was used until July 22, when the last CS units left, to move south
back to the Rappahannock River line.



By August Lee's army was in central Virginia, behind the Rapidan and
Rappahannock Rivers, with HQ at Orange C.H.



At first the Orange CH PM dealt with all the mail -- nothing really new here.
The Orange CH postmaster evidently secured a new postmarking device, shown here.
Earliest date seems to be September 8.



I have a suspicion that the CSPOD gave Orange CH the DUE marking that had been
used by the Richmond office. The two are very very similar if not identical. At this
point in time a new DUE 10 marking appeared on  Richmond mail.



But This time the PO did more than subject a local PM to a ton of mail: It
created a special army post office to travel with the army in the late summer -
early autumn of 1863.

John L. Eubank, formerly an artillery commander, then Conscription Officer,
was appointed the Postmaster ANV.

Officially, because of CSPOD bureaucracy, his appointment was not official
until December 1863. The delay was bureaucracy. Eubank’s bond as a
postmaster was delivered to the department in early December, but it had only
one surety, not two. Back it went.  Then, the bond wasn’t dated. Back it went
.... Finally it wasn’t properly witnessed by a magistrate. Once again, it was
returned . Eubank was not a bona fide postmaster, eligible to sell postage
stamps, until January!

Public announcement about his appointment was not made until December,
when this notice appeared in the Richmond Dispatch.

From this point on Army of Northern Virginia Mail was processed through a
dedicated, mobile office, centralizing operations, with up to 14 army clerks
detailed from the ranks, and using a system of mail orderlies connecting the
army PO with the troops.  The Richmond Post office continued to act as a
DPO, with mail transported in mail cars attached to the trains.



He seems to have started operation in mid August. And through September at
least operated at Orange CH, literally along side the Orange CH PM [map].
Perhaps from a tent like this, a Union army post office.



The National Archives conatins a number of documents ralating to Eubank’s
operations.

On the left, a Form No. 20 (there are always forms, eh?) being receipt for postage on
a package from a Quartemaster.  Note that the package is sent from Orange C.H.

And on the right a requisition for two cords of wood for military post office “that the
mails requiring to be opened and made up after night render more than usual
allowance fuel as actually necessary”



Eubank was immediately beset with a problem: the need for a  postmarking
device. Julius Baumgartner, who had handled all the handstamp contracts for
the CSPOD had gone out of business.

His Solution?  A series of grids and targets drawn from various sources to "kill"
the postage stamps And a variety of due markings, taken from nearby towns
or made from scratch.

I have spent much of the past 50 years studying these anonymous markings,
which are listed in the current catalog.

BTW those identification numbers are my own old codes



Some of the grid killers seem to have been transferred from civilian postoffices



As I mentioned, I have been studying these grids and targets, and due marking for
some 50 years.
Proving the origin of some is easy, as here.



In other cases, such as with the Hammond correspondence, anotations indicate the
origin.



Contents still with the covers or reposing in some archives are also good proof of
origin.



Some examples require more work, using research in the Confederate service records
and the 1860 and 1870 Census records. Here, the handwriting of the address matches
that on forms signed by a Captain in the 5th Texas.



Determining dates of use of the different killers also depends on cover annotations



Or on turned cover, or forwarded covers.



Contents are another evidence for periods of use.



Lastly, researching the service records of addressees helps narrow down the period of
use by determining when the addressee was at the location of the address.



From all my research I am piecing together periods of use of each marking.

The scheme here is a bit dated 1984! But gives you an idea of my project to which I
can really return now that I’m retired!



In May 1864 Lee and Grant locked their armies in a series of moving battles --
the Wilderness Campaign -- ending in a Union siege of Richmond and
Petersburg.

Eubank and his men moved with the army and operated continuously,
even in the midst of the fighting, following the army to Richmond. I
suspect he may have finally set up his operation in the Richmond or
Petersburg post offices.



Petersburg post office processed a lot of army mail also, with no clear
emphasis on any one part of Lee's army.  A lot (but not all)  of the soldier due
mail lacks the town postmark, having just the characteristic circle 10.

in BLUE until about Sept 2
in RED until Dec 23
in BLACK in 1865

Why no town mark?
1. Really army use...and this is just another ANV marking  BUT
2. More efficient -- only adding one stamp to each of many, many

covers.



In April 1865 the war ended quickly in Virginia
On April 2nd Lee evacuated Richmond-Petersburg lines
The Confederate Post Office sent their records to Charlotte NC where they
were eventually captured by Federal forces.



On April 9th He surrendered the remnants of his army at Appomattox



But wasn’t quite the end for Eubank’s operation. Shown here is is request for safe
conduct, dated April 11, of Ebank’s 7 clerks “in charge of the Mail of the Army of
Northern Virginia, as well as mail matter of the CS Post Office Department”
Presumably this was the last mail from the army and the clerks succeeded,  because I
have seen a letter written at or just before Appomattox, in a cover bearing an army
grid.

But this, however, my story comes to an end.




